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Need another word that means the same as “landscape”? Find 8 synonyms and 30 related
words for “landscape” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Landscape” are: landscape painting, scenery, countryside,
topography, country, land, terrain, environment

Landscape as a Noun

Definitions of "Landscape" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “landscape” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

The genre of landscape painting.
An expanse of scenery that can be seen in a single view.
The distinctive features of a sphere of activity.
A picture representing an area of countryside.
Painting depicting an expanse of natural scenery.
Denoting a format of printed matter which is wider than it is high.
An extensive mental viewpoint.
A genre of art dealing with the depiction of natural scenery.
All the visible features of an area of land, often considered in terms of their aesthetic
appeal.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Landscape" as a noun (8 Words)

country The people who live in a nation or country.
The whole country worshipped him.

countryside The inhabitants of countryside areas.
The political influence of the countryside remains strong.

environment The totality of surrounding conditions.
The impact of pesticides on the environment.

land
Extensive landed property especially in the country retained by the
owner for his own use.
The blunt charmless climate of techno land.

landscape painting Painting depicting an expanse of natural scenery.

scenery
The natural features of a landscape considered in terms of their
appearance, especially when picturesque.
They had all helped with scenery and costumes.

terrain
A piece of ground having specific characteristics or military potential.
A mind trying to find its way through difficult theoretical and political
terrain.

https://grammartop.com/country-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/terrain-synonyms
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topography
A detailed description or representation on a map of the physical
features of an area.
The topography of the island.

Usage Examples of "Landscape" as a noun

We changed the landscape for solving the problem of payroll inequity.
The political landscape looks bleak without a change of administration.
The soft colours of the Northumbrian landscape.
A bleak urban landscape.
A landscape painter.
Landscape format.
The event transformed the political landscape.
The collection includes some 17th-century landscapes.
He found he could not express himself in landscape.

https://grammartop.com/topography-synonyms
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Associations of "Landscape" (30 Words)

autumnal Characteristic of late maturity verging on decline.
The autumnal equinox.

backdrop
Scenery hung at back of stage.
The conference took place against a backdrop of increasing diplomatic
activity.

background Provide with background.
Her voice suggested a tenacious working class background.

beautiful (of weather) highly enjoyable.
A beautiful theory.

cityscape The visual appearance of a city or urban area; a city landscape.
Shades of red brick which once coloured the cityscape.

diorama A model representing a scene with three-dimensional figures, either in
miniature or as a large-scale museum exhibit.

eclat Ceremonial elegance and splendor.
Entered with much eclat in a coach drawn by eight white horses.

https://grammartop.com/backdrop-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/background-synonyms
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environment
The surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal, or plant lives
or operates.
He longed for the comfortable environment of his living room.

foreground Move into the foreground to make more visible or prominent.
The intricate garden depicted in the foreground.

highlight Mark with a highlighter.
Highlight the area above your eyebrows.

locale The scene of any event or action (especially the place of a meeting.
Her summers were spent in a variety of exotic locales.

macroeconomics The branch of economics that studies the overall working of a national
economy.

natural A natural note.
A natural pearl.

nature
Inborn or hereditary characteristics as an influence on or determinant
of personality.
They tried to preserve nature as they found it.

painting Creating a picture with paints.
He studied painting and sculpture for many years.

panorama The visual percept of a region.
The tower offers a wonderful panorama of Prague.

panoramic Including all aspects of a subject; wide-ranging.
On a clear day there are panoramic views.

perspective
The relation of two figures in the same plane, such that pairs of
corresponding points lie on concurrent lines, and corresponding lines
meet in collinear points.
We must keep a sense of perspective about what he s done.

picturesque Suggesting or suitable for a picture; pretty as a picture.
A picturesque village.

pomp Ceremony and splendid display.
Entertaining overseas visitors with the right degree of pomp.

scene The pieces of scenery used in a play or opera.
The emergency team were among the first on the scene.

scenery
The painted structures of a stage set that are intended to suggest a
particular locale.
Spectacular views of mountain scenery.

scenic Relating to theatrical scenery.
Scenic drives.

https://grammartop.com/painting-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/picturesque-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/scene-synonyms
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setting
The place and time at which a play, novel, or film is represented as
happening.
A garnet in a heavy gold setting.

spacious (of buildings and rooms) having ample space.
A spacious ballroom.

spotlight Illuminate with a spotlight as in the theater.
The knife flashed in the spotlight.

surroundings The environmental condition.
I took up the time admiring my surroundings.

sylvan Consisting of or associated with woods; wooded.
A shady sylvan glade.

view
Purpose the phrase with a view to means with the intention of or for the
purpose of.
View a problem.

vista The visual percept of a region.
Sweeping lawns and landscaped vistas.

https://grammartop.com/spacious-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/spotlight-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/vista-synonyms

